Targeted therapy for Hodgkin lymphoma and systemic anaplastic large cell lymphoma: focus on brentuximab vedotin

Abstract: Despite the relative success of chemotherapy for Hodgkin lymphoma (HL) and systemic anaplastic large cell lymphoma (ALCL), novel therapeutic agents are needed for refractory or relapsed patients. Targeted immunotherapy has emerged as a novel treatment option for these patients. Although unconjugated anti-cluster of differentiation (CD)30 antibodies showed minimal antitumor activity in early clinical trials, development of antibody–drug conjugates (ADCs) appears promising. Brentuximab vedotin is an ADC composed of an anti-CD30 antibody linked to a potent microtubule-disrupting agent monomethyl auristatin E (MMAE). It has the ability to target CD30-positive tumor cells and, once bound to CD30, brentuximab vedotin is internalized and MMAE is released to induce cell cycle arrest and apoptosis. In two Phase II trials, objective response was reported in 75% and 86% of patients with refractory or relapsed HL and systemic ALCL, respectively, with an acceptable toxicity profile. Based on these studies, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) granted accelerated approval of brentuximab vedotin in August 2011 for the treatment of refractory and relapsed HL and ALCL. We review the key characteristics of brentuximab vedotin, clinical data supporting its therapeutic efficacy, and current ongoing trials to explore its utility in other CD30-positive malignancies.
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Introduction

Antibody-based immunotherapy has become a pivotal component of cancer therapeutics since rituximab (anti-cluster of differentiation [CD]20), the first monoclonal antibody used in cancer treatment, was approved in the late 1990s. The monoclonal antibodies selectively recognize the antigens on the surface of target cells, induce complement-dependent cytotoxicity (CDC) and antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity (ADCC), and interrupt the signaling cascade initiated by the target molecules. However, in most cases, the unconjugated monoclonal antibodies show suboptimal single-agent activity and need to be used in combination with other chemotherapy agents.1 Significant efforts have been made to enhance the activity of monoclonal antibodies through various modifications. One strategy is to attach cytotoxic drugs to tumor antigen-specific antibodies, generating antibody–drug conjugates (ADCs). In theory, ADCs selectively bind and deliver cytotoxic drugs to tumor cells with significantly decreased systemic toxicity.

CD30, a cell membrane protein, is strongly expressed on certain neoplasms but not on the majority of normal cells, making it an ideal target for ADC-based therapy. CD30-positive Hodgkin lymphoma (HL) and systemic anaplastic large cell lymphoma
(ALCL) are both aggressive lymphomas and potentially curable with front-line multi-agent chemotherapy regimens. However, patients who have refractory or relapsed disease after initial therapies carry a poor prognosis. Given the expression profile of CD30, antibody-based therapy through CD30 antigen was attempted in the treatment of refractory or relapsed HL and systemic ALCL. Although unconjugated anti-CD30 antibodies showed minimal clinical activity in HL and ALCL despite the encouraging results in preclinical studies, the data supported continued study, with the eventual development of the anti-CD30 ADC, brentuximab vedotin, which paved new avenues for treatment of CD30-positive tumors.

**Classical Hodgkin lymphoma**

HL is a relatively common lymphoid neoplasm, with an estimated 9,000 new cases diagnosed annually in the US. It has a bimodal distribution of occurrence and is the most common malignancy in adolescents (15–19 years). The neoplastic cells in classical HL, termed Hodgkin and Reed-Sternberg (HRS) cells, are derived from germinal center B cells that have acquired unfavorable immunoglobulin variable chain gene mutations that normally would have undergone apoptosis; the mechanisms that prevent HRS cell apoptosis are the subject of current research. HRS cells are unique in that they have lost expression of most B-cell-specific genes and acquired expression of other lineage markers. In the majority of HL, HRS cells account for only a small fraction of the tumor mass, but attract many other cells by secreting chemokines and cytokines, such as thymus- and activation-regulated chemokines (TARC) that attract type-2 helper T cells, to form a heterogeneous, inflammatory-rich background. This microenvironment provides essential survival signals and helps HRS cells escape from cytotoxic T-cell or natural killer (NK)-cell-mediated attacks.

Despite the fact that the first-line multi-agent chemotherapy (eg, doxorubicin, bleomycin, vinblastine, and dacarbazine [ABVD]) and radiotherapy for HL lead to high remission rates of approximately 80%–90%, a portion of patients with advanced-stage HL (20%–30%) are refractory to therapy or relapse after initial treatment. The standard management of these refractory or relapsed patients is second-line salvage therapy followed by autologous stem cell transplant (auto-SCT), which can induce durable response in approximately 50% of selected chemotherapy-sensitive patients. For patients who relapse after auto-SCT, standard of care has not been established; the patient may be offered palliative chemotherapy, reduced-intensity SCT (allo-SCT), or involvement in a clinical trial. Although allo-SCT remains an option to achieve long-term remission via the graft-versus-lymphoma effect, most studies have implicated frequent disease relapse or progression in more than 50% of patients, and the outcome after allo-SCT failure is exceedingly poor.

Pediatric and adolescent patients with HL have a significantly better survival rate than adults (5-year survival rate, 96% versus 88%, respectively; P<0.001), and only a small number of patients will relapse (~10% of early-stage and up to 25% of advanced-stage disease). In patients who fail the initial therapy, the response rate to salvage therapy is around 70%, and survival rate after auto-SCT is around 50% in this patient group. Despite the relatively high overall survival for HL, the survivors are at risk of long-term complications and treatment-related mortality, especially pediatric, adolescent, and young adult patients. Recent trials in pediatric and adolescent HL have investigated chemotherapy regimens of varying dose intensities and reduction in radiotherapy usage based on risk group stratification. These approaches appeared to maintain the high response rate while reducing the burden of treatment. Despite these successes, in both pediatric and adult patients with HL, novel therapeutic options with improved efficacy are needed for the treatment of refractory or relapsed disease as well as to decrease therapy-related long-term morbidity and mortality.

**Anaplastic large cell lymphoma**

Systemic ALCL is an aggressive mature T-cell lymphoma that accounts for 10%–15% and 2%–8% of non-Hodgkin lymphomas in children and adults, respectively. The neoplastic cells are characteristically large, so-called hallmark cells, with abundant cytoplasm and eccentric, horseshoe- or kidney-shaped nuclei. A significant proportion of systemic ALCL patients harbor the t(2;5)(p23;q35) translocation, leading to fusion of NPM (nucleophosmin) gene with ALK (anaplastic lymphoma kinase) gene and subsequent expression of constitutively active NPM-ALK tyrosine kinase. ALK expression in systemic ALCL varies with age, with ALK-positive ALCL more frequently presenting at a young age, while the peak incidence of ALK-negative ALCL is in adults (54–61 years). The majority of ALCL in pediatric patients is ALK-positive. Systemic ALK-positive and ALK-negative ALCL cannot be separated based on morphological features alone, but are clinically and genetically distinct. The most recent World Health Organization (WHO) Classification recognizes ALK-positive ALCL as a distinct disease entity and ALK-negative ALCL as a provisional entity based on expression of ALK by immunohistochemistry or
cytogenetic/molecular methods. The molecular features defining ALK-negative ALCL are not well understood. Systemic ALCL is distinguished from primary cutaneous ALCL, which is a separate disease entity that is localized to the skin. Primary cutaneous ALCL is within the spectrum of CD30-positive cutaneous lymphoproliferative disorders and generally follows an indolent course.

The first-line therapy for adult patients with systemic ALCL is a multi-agent, anthracycline-containing regimen, in most cases CHOP (cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, vincristine, and prednisone). In a retrospective study with long-term (8 years) follow-up, the overall response rates to first-line therapy were 86% and 68% in patients with ALK-positive and ALK-negative ALCL, respectively, and the 8-year overall survival rates were 82% and 49%, respectively. Data from the German High-Grade non-Hodgkin Lymphoma Study Group (DSHNL), which included 78 ALK-positive and 113 ALK-negative ALCL patients treated with CHOP, showed 3-year overall survival rates of 89.8% and 62.1%, respectively. Given that ALK-negative ALCL is more common in older patients, the significance of ALK positivity as an independent prognostic factor remains debated. Several published series suggested age, rather than ALK status, is a prominent prognostic factor in ALCL. In patients with refractory or relapsed ALCL, there is no established standard treatment and therapeutic options are limited, as only a few agents have shown consistent activity. In a Phase II study evaluating the efficacy and tolerability of pralatrexate, a novel antifolate methotrexate analog, in refractory or relapsed peripheral T-cell lymphoma, only 6 of 17 patients with ALCL responded to pralatrexate (overall response rate of 35%). Crizotinib (PF-02341066), an oral ALK tyrosine kinase inhibitor, has been approved for the treatment of advanced ALK-positive non-small cell lung cancer and is now undergoing clinical trials for other ALK-positive diseases, including ALCL. Preliminary results of a Phase I crizotinib dose-escalation study in pediatric patients with relapsed or refractory disease reported that seven of eight patients with ALCL achieved complete remission (88%). A small few case series also showed successful treatment in patients with relapsed or refractory ALCL. Other ALK inhibitors are also currently being evaluated in various stages from preclinical to Phase I studies.

The standard treatment for pediatric and adolescent ALCL is still under investigation, and varying chemotherapy strategies have been used in different studies with similar success rates. The European Intergroup for Childhood Non-Hodgkin Lymphoma reported 5-year overall survival and event-free survival of 81% and 69%, respectively (various treatment schedules were used, which included methotrexate, cyclophosphamide, ifosfamide, doxorubicin, and etoposide). Despite the varying protocols, ALCL in pediatric and adolescent patients still has a relapse rate of 25%–30%. The therapies for refractory or relapsed disease are highly variable, ranging from single-agent chemotherapy to allo-SCT, with some success, but no established standard. Overall, large clinical trials are needed to establish standard treatment in the setting of refractory or relapsed disease as well as to develop new therapeutic strategies in both pediatric and adult patients.

CD30 antigen in lymphoma

The leukocyte activation marker CD30 is a 120 KDa type I transmembrane cytokine receptor from the tumor necrosis factor receptor (TNFR) superfamily. Ligand binding to CD30 activates the downstream intracellular signal through interaction with multiple members of the TNFR-associated factor (TRAF) family, and is capable of promoting cell survival, proliferation, or death via different signaling pathways. The biologic activities of CD30 are dependent on the downstream signaling pathways in different cell types as well as on the microenvironment in which the signal is provided. In ALCL cell lines, activation of CD30 leads to induction of apoptosis through degradation or intracellular depletion of TRAF2 (which is involved in the nuclear factor [NF]-κB pathway activation and anti-apoptotic signaling), whereas HL cells are insensitive to CD30-induced apoptosis due to a constitutively activated NF-κB pathway.

As with other TNFRs, CD30 can generate an 85 kDa soluble form (sCD30) that is detectable in the sera of patients with CD30-positive tumors. Given that sCD30 level appears to be a reliable marker for tumor burden, studies have suggested that a high serum level of sCD30 is associated with advanced-stage disease and adverse prognosis in both HL and ALCL.

In non-pathologic conditions, CD30 expression is restricted to activated T cells, B cells, and NK cells, and to Epstein–Barr virus-infected cells, but not to resting T cells, B cells, monocytes, or cells outside of the immune system. Among hematopoietic malignancies, CD30 is consistently expressed in HL and ALCL, and variably expressed in other B- and T cells and myeloid neoplasms, including lymphomatoid papulosis, primary mediastinal B-cell lymphoma, diffuse large B-cell lymphoma, primary effusion lymphoma, adult T-cell leukemia/lymphoma, mast cell neoplasm, and mycosis fungoides (MF). The unique expression pattern
of CD30 makes this surface antigen an attractive target for selective drug delivery.

First-generation anti-CD30 monoclonal antibodies: MDX-060 and SGN-30

A variety of anti-CD30 monoclonal antibodies have been tested in clinical trials to treat patients with refractory or relapsed CD30-positive lymphomas. MDX-060, also known as 5F11, is a humanized immunoglobulin G1 (IgG1) kappa anti-CD30 monoclonal antibody that has showed in vitro and in vivo antitumor activity against HL and ALCL cell lines, presumably mediated by immune mechanisms, including ADCC and CDC. In addition, a pronounced apoptotic effect had been observed in MDX-060 combined with other chemotherapeutic agents. Given the promising preclinical data, MDX-060 was tested in a Phase I/II trial in patients with HL (n=63), ALCL (n=7), and CD30-positive T-cell lymphoma (n=2); however, only limited activity was observed in patients treated with MDX-060 as a single agent. Of the 72 patients, objective responses were observed in six patients; two patients with ALCL and two with HL achieved complete responses and another two HL patients achieved partial responses.

SGN-30, also known as cAC10, is a chimeric anti-CD30 monoclonal antibody constructed with the variable regions of anti-CD30 murine monoclonal AC10 and the constant regions of human gamma 1 heavy chain and kappa light chain. It recognizes a specific CD30 epitope that is unique from other anti-CD30 antibodies. Preclinical SGN-30 studies have demonstrated antitumor activity in HL and ALCL cell lines and in xenograft mouse models. Furthermore, HL cells treated with SGN-30 were highly sensitized to multiple agents used in the first-line therapies. In a Phase II study, 79 patients with either refractory/recurrent HL (n=38) or systemic ALCL (n=41) were treated with SGN-30 to determine the safety and objective response. In the HL group, no objective responses were observed and 11 patients had stable disease. Of the 41 patients with ALCL, two achieved a complete response and five achieved a partial response.

Given the low response rate in Phase I/II trials of first-generation anti-CD30 antibodies, perhaps secondary to poor antigen binding and/or effector activation, a few modified anti-CD30 antibodies, including MDX-1401 and XmAb2513, were constructed with improved FCγRIIIA receptor affinity to stimulate more potent ADCC. The modified antibodies showed enhanced ADCC when compared with MDX-060 in CD30-positive cell lines and xenograft mouse models.

However, in Phase I trials, no objective responses were reported in patients with refractory/refractory HL treated with MDX-1401, and one patient (of 17 with HL) achieved partial response with XmAb2513 treatment. The overall minimal clinical activity of unconjugated anti-CD30 monoclonal antibodies redirected the research efforts from ADCC to directly attacking target cells to enhance antitumor activity, including the development of ADC. This strategy utilizes the antibody as a delivery system and demonstrates antitumor activity independent of ADCC.

Anti-CD30 antibody–drug conjugates: brentuximab vedotin (SGN-35)

Chemistry and mechanism of action

Brentuximab vedotin is an ADC that comprises an anti-human CD30 chimeric IgG1 antibody cAC10 (produced in Chinese hamster ovary cells) and a microtubule-disrupting agent monomethyl auristatin E (MMAE) connected by a protease cleavable valine-citrulline dipeptide linker. MMAE is a synthetic analog of dolastatin 10 (originally extracted from the Indian Ocean sea hare, Dolabella auricularia) with high antitumor potency via inhibition of tubulin polymerization. Brentuximab vedotin has a molecular weight of approximately 153 kDa, and is composed of approximately four molecules of MMAE, which are bound to an anti-human CD30 antibody (see Figure 1). After binding to CD30-positive cells, brentuximab vedotin is internalized by receptor-mediated endocytosis into a lysosomal vesicle containing proteolytic enzymes. While stable in the plasma, the dipeptide linker is rapidly hydrolyzed by lysosomal enzymes, and MMAE is subsequently released into the cytoplasm upon peptide cleavage. This results in MMAE activity, which induces growth arrest selectively in the G2/M phase, followed by apoptosis. In addition, MMAE accumulates in the extracellular space due to its inherent membrane permeability and has potential cytotoxic effects on surrounding CD30-negative bystander cells. Another potential mechanism of action is interruption of CD30/CD30 ligand interaction. It is speculated that the CD30 ligand (CD153) present on bystander cells recruited by HRS cells can regulate tumor cell proliferation. By interfering with CD30/CD30 L interaction, brentuximab vedotin may potentially inhibit tumor growth. Furthermore, treatment with brentuximab vedotin led to decreased levels of chemokines and cytokines, particularly TARC, which resolve the inflammatory infiltrate and disrupt the microenvironment, subsequently facilitating antitumor immune response.
Preclinical studies
The preclinical studies convincingly proved that brentuximab vedotin was stable, with only a 2% release of MMAE following 10-day incubation in human plasma. In vitro studies using a variety of ALCL (Karpas 299 and SU-DHL-1) and HL (L540cy) cell lines demonstrated that brentuximab vedotin was highly effective and selective against CD30-positive tumor cells with a half maximal inhibitory concentration (IC₅₀) value less than 10 ng/mL, while, in the CD30-negative cells (Raji, Ramos and Daudi; Burkitt lymphoma B-cell lineage), the drug was more than 300-fold less active. Released MMAE in the cytoplasm selectively induced growth arrest in the G2/M phase of the cell cycle, with subsequent apoptotic cell death. In subcutaneous xenograft models of HL and ALCL with Karpas 299 or L540cy cells implanted into flanks of severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID) mice, respectively, doses of brentuximab vedotin up to 30 mg/kg were well tolerated with no significant toxicity. In the ALCL model, 1 mg/kg brentuximab vedotin induced complete remission in all five mice, and in the HL model, partial tumor regression was observed in all mice receiving brentuximab vedotin at 1 mg/kg. In a disseminated model of ALCL, with Karpas 299 cells injected into the tail vein of SCID mice, four of five mice showed no apparent signs of disease for more than 130 days. In another preclinical study using a xenograft mouse model of HL (L540cy cells), administration of brentuximab vedotin induced a durable response in four of nine mice. In addition, the combination of brentuximab vedotin with conventional regimens for HL (ABVD) resulted in durable tumor regression in all nine mice and induced delay in tumor growth. Similarly, combination treatment of brentuximab vedotin with gemcitabine, a pyrimidine antimetabolite that inhibits DNA synthesis, induced durable responses in all five mice, as well as significant delays in tumor growth. The promising results of these preclinical studies indicated the clinical potential of brentuximab vedotin in treating HL and ALCL.

Phase I studies
In an initial Phase I, open-label, multicenter, dose-escalation study, brentuximab vedotin was administered at a dose of 0.1–3.6 mg/kg once every 3 weeks to 45 patients with refractory or relapsed CD30-positive hematologic neoplasms including HL (n=42), systemic ALCL (n=2), and angioimmunoblastic T-cell lymphoma (n=1). Patients

Figure 1 Brentuximab vedotin mechanism of action.
Notes: Brentuximab vedotin is an ADC composed of a chimeric anti-CD30 antibody, covalently linked via valine-citrulline dipeptides to four MMAE molecules (on average) (1). The ADC first binds to CD30 on the target cell surface (2) and is internalized by receptor-mediated endocytosis (3 and 4). Fusion with lysosomes (5) results in the proteolytic cleavage of the dipeptide linker, yielding free MMAE in the cytoplasm. MMAE then binds tubulin (6), inhibiting tubulin polymerization, and causing growth arrest.
Abbreviations: ADC, antibody–drug conjugate; CD, cluster of differentiation; MMAE, monomethyl auristatin E.
had received a median of three previous chemotherapy regimens (range 1–7), and 33 patients (73%) had undergone auto-SCT. A dose of 2.7 mg/kg had caused unacceptable toxic effects, and 1.8 mg/kg was considered the maximum tolerated dose (MTD) with acceptable toxic effects, which primarily included grade 1 or 2 (mild to moderate) toxic effects, such as fatigue (36%), pyrexia (33%), diarrhea (22%), nausea (22%), neutropenia (22%), and peripheral neuropathy (22%). Objective responses were observed in 17 patients (38%), including eleven (24%) with complete remission. The two patients with MTD achieved complete remission. For patients who received the MTD (1.8 mg/kg), the objective response rate was 50% (six of 12 patients). Remissions were durable in these patients who had refractory or relapsed disease, with a median duration of at least 9.7 months. In addition, tumor regression was observed on computed tomography (CT) in 36 of 42 patients who could be evaluated.

In the second Phase I dose-escalation study, brentuximab vedotin was administered at a dose of 0.4–1.4 mg/kg on a weekly schedule for 3 weeks of a 4-week cycle to 44 patients (38 with HL, five with systemic ALCL, and one with peripheral T-cell lymphoma). The hypothesis was that the weekly dosing could enhance antitumor activity without compromising its safety, with patients able to receive up to 12 cycles if they were obtaining clinical benefit with acceptable safety. Patient characteristics were similar to those enrolled in the prior Phase I study; patients had received a median of three prior chemotherapy regimens, and 30 patients (68%) had undergone auto-SCT. During the treatment, the nature of the adverse events was similar to those seen in the prior study, but the incidence was higher. The most common adverse events were peripheral sensory neuropathy (66%), fatigue (52%), nausea (50%), diarrhea (32%), arthralgia (27%), and pyrexia (25%); the majority of events were grade I–II in severity. Overall, 32 (73%) patients experienced neuropathy, with grade III events in six (14%) patients; eight patients discontinued treatment because of peripheral neuropathy. Of the 41 evaluable patients, the overall response rate was 59% (n=24), with 34% (n=14) achieving complete remission. For patients treated at the MTD (1.2 mg/kg), the overall objective response rate was 58% (seven of 12 patients); three (25%) achieved complete remission. The objective response rate was 54% for HL patients and 80% for ALCL patients. The best clinical response in patients with peripheral T-cell lymphoma was partial remission. Taken together, the antitumor activity of brentuximab vedotin administered on a weekly schedule was similar to that observed with dosing once every 3 weeks utilized in the first Phase I dose-escalation study; however, due to the significant peripheral neuropathy that occurred with weekly dosing, the alternative schedule of once every 3 weeks was adopted for Phase II studies.

Phase II studies/pivotal clinical trials

Given the encouraging results from the Phase I studies, two single-arm, single-agent, multicenter Phase II studies were conducted. Brentuximab vedotin was administered at 1.8 mg/kg once every 3 weeks for up to 16 cycles in patients with refractory or relapsed HL and systemic ALCL. In both studies, the primary endpoint was overall objective response rate, defined as the sum of complete remission and partial remission and determined by the independent central review facility using the revised response criteria for malignant lymphomas.

The Phase II study in HL enrolled 102 patients who had relapsed disease after auto-SCT. The median number of prior chemotherapy regimens excluding auto-SCT was 3.5 (range 1–13). Patients continued treatment until either disease progression or unacceptable toxicity occurred, up to a maximum of 16 cycles. Tumor reductions were observed in 94% (n=96) of 102 patients. The overall objective response rate was 75% (n=76), with complete remission in 34% (n=35) and partial remission in 40% (n=41) of patients. The overall disease control rate (complete remission + partial remission + stable disease) was 96%. The median duration of objective response was 6.7 months, and of complete remission was 20.5 months. The most frequent (≥10%) treatment-related adverse events were peripheral sensory neuropathy (42%), nausea (35%), fatigue (34%), neutropenia (19%), diarrhea (18%), pyrexia (14%), vomiting (13%), arthralgia (12%), pruritus (12%), myalgia (11%), peripheral motor neuropathy (11%), and alopecia (10%). A significant number of patients (55%; n=56) experienced adverse events of grade 3 or higher, including non-febrile neutropenia (20%), peripheral sensory neuropathy (8%), thrombocytopenia (8%), and anemia (6%). A total of 20 patients discontinued treatment, and 47% of patients delayed dosing due to adverse events. There were no deaths within 30 days from the last brentuximab vedotin administration, and no drug-related deaths occurred. Overall, brentuximab vedotin showed remarkable therapeutic efficacy in heavily pretreated HL patients, with tolerable toxicities.

The Phase II study in ALCL enrolled a total of 58 patients with relapsed or refractory disease, including 28% (n=16) ALK-positive and 72% (n=42) ALK-negative patients, who received 1.8 mg/kg of brentuximab vedotin intravenously once every 3 weeks. The median number of prior chemotherapy regimens excluding auto-SCT was two (range 1–6), and 26% (n=15) of patients had failed an auto-SCT before...
study enrollment. Tumor reductions were observed in 97% (n=57) of patients. The overall objective response rate was 86% (n=50), with 57% (n=33) of patients achieving complete remission and 29% (n=17) achieving partial remission. The median duration of objective responses was 12.6 months, and of complete remission was 13.2 months. Among patients with ALK-negative disease, the overall response rate was 88% (n=37), and complete remission rate was 52% (n=22). The response rate is similar to that among patients with ALK-positive disease, who had an overall objective response rate of 81% (n=13) and a complete remission rate of 69% (n=11). The duration of response did not differ between these two groups. The most frequent treatment-emergent adverse events were peripheral sensory neuropathy (41%), nausea (40%), fatigue (38%), pyrexia (34%), diarrhea (29%), rash (24%), constipation (22%), and neutropenia (21%). Adverse events of grade 3 or higher occurred in 60% (n=35) of the patients, including non-febrile neutropenia (21%), thrombocytopenia (14%), peripheral sensory neuropathy (12%), and anemia (7%). Adverse events led to treatment discontinuation in 24% (n=14) and delayed dosing in 40% (n=23) of the patients. Six deaths occurred within 30 days of the last brentuximab vedotin administration; none of these deaths were drug related. In summary, brentuximab vedotin demonstrated significant antitumor activity in both ALK-positive and ALK-negative ALCL, with a high overall response rate and manageable toxicities.

Therapeutic indications
Based on these two non-comparative, multicenter Phase II trials, brentuximab vedotin received accelerated approval from the US FDA in August 2011 for the treatment of patients with HL for whom either auto-SCT or at least two prior multi-agent chemotherapy regimens have failed and who are not candidates for auto-SCT. Brentuximab vedotin is also approved for patients with systemic ALCL after failure of at least one prior multi-agent chemotherapy regimen.\(^8^0\) Given the rationale that patients with HL who are refractory to second-line chemotherapy should not proceed to auto-SCT, National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) guidelines (version 2.2013) included brentuximab vedotin as an option for HL patients who have failed auto-SCT or at least two prior chemotherapy regimens, regardless of their eligibility for auto-SCT.

Experience with brentuximab vedotin in different clinical settings
Use in HL and ALCL outside of studies
To investigate the clinical activity of brentuximab vedotin outside of studies, the German Hodgkin Study Group (GHSG) reported their experience with 45 patients with HL treated in Germany, Switzerland, and Austria.\(^8^1\) In these heavily pretreated patients, the overall objective response rate was 60%, with 22% achieving complete remission, supporting the therapeutic potency reported previously. The toxicity profile was similar to the previously published data, and no patients had to discontinue treatment because of adverse events. A single UK center evaluated 24 patients with HL (n=18), ALCL (n=5), or CD30-positive T-cell lymphoma (n=1) refractory to at least two lines of chemotherapy or auto-SCT (33%; n=8), who were treated with brentuximab vedotin.\(^8^2\) The overall objective response rate was 67% (72% in HL and 60% in ALCL), and complete remission rate was 25% (17% in HL and 60% in ALCL). The median progression-free survival was 5.1 months. In the majority of cases, the adverse events were mild to moderate. Following treatment, six (27%) patients proceeded to allo-SCT. In these non-trial settings, the overall results were similar to the published Phase II studies.

Use as a bridge to allo-SCT
To study the impact of brentuximab vedotin on future reduced-intensity allo-SCT, a retrospective study examined 18 patients with refractory or relapsed HL who were treated with brentuximab vedotin.\(^8^3\) A total of 17 patients had previous auto-SCT; before the allo-SCT, six patients were in complete remission and eight were in partial remission. A total of eleven patients required unrelated or mismatched donors. All patients achieved engraftment, with 1-year overall survival of 100%, progression-free survival of 92.3%, and non-relapse mortality of 0%. The study demonstrated that brentuximab vedotin prior to allo-SCT successfully provided adequate disease control to improve post-transplantation disease-free survival.

Use in relapsed HL following allo-SCT
There is no effective therapy and outcomes are poor for patients with relapsed HL following allo-SCT. To explore the potential utility of brentuximab vedotin in this population, a cohort of 25 HL patients with recurrent disease after allo-SCT were treated with 1.2 or 1.8 mg/kg brentuximab vedotin once every 3 weeks (median 8 cycles, range 1–16 cycles).\(^8^4\) Among 24 evaluable patients, the overall objective response rate was 50%, with complete response rate of 38%. The median progression-free survival was 7.8 months. The adverse events were manageable, but more patients had to discontinue treatment (n=9; 36%) than reported from the Phase II study, which excluded patients with prior allo-SCT.\(^7^9\) This study suggested...
a potential benefit of brentuximab vedotin in selected patients with recurrent HL after allo-SCT.

**Use as a salvage treatment prior to SCT**

There are only limited data on the effect of brentuximab vedotin in transplant-naïve, refractory, or relapsed patients with HL. A retrospective study analyzed 14 patients with refractory or relapsed HL who did not receive high-dose chemotherapy and auto-SCT prior to brentuximab vedotin treatment as a single agent. The overall objective response rate was 71%, with a complete remission rate of 36%. After treatment, five patients proceeded to high-dose chemotherapy followed by auto-SCT or allo-SCT. The median progression-free survival for all patients was 9 months. Of the 14 patients, ten were alive at the time of analysis, and the 12-month estimate for overall survival was 69%. The toxicity was tolerable, and none of the patients had to discontinue therapy. This study demonstrated the therapeutic efficacy of brentuximab vedotin, which can be used as salvage therapy prior to transplantation in patients with refractory or relapsed HL who might otherwise not qualify for transplant intervention.

**Use in CD30-positive solid tumors**

In addition to HL and ALCL, CD30 positivity has been reported on other malignant tumors, such as germ cell tumors. A Phase II, open-label, multicenter study to evaluate the efficacy of brentuximab vedotin in CD30-positive non-lymphomatous malignancies is ongoing. Three patients with refractory or relapsed CD30-positive testicular cancer who received brentuximab vedotin at 1.8 mg/kg once every 21 days as part of the Phase II study were reported. The treatment was well tolerated, with no grade 3–4 toxicities. After two cycles, the first patient had serologic response with radiologic partial response that lasted 2 months, followed by serologic and radiographic progression in the liver while on therapy. The second patient was serologic marker negative and had a radiographic partial response in the lung and mediastinum after cycle two and continued on therapy. The third patient had serologic response after cycle two and continued to have serologic response. The initial experience suggested the potential benefit of brentuximab vedotin in other CD30-positive tumors.

**Ongoing studies of brentuximab vedotin**

Several randomized Phase III trials are ongoing to evaluate the therapeutic efficacy of brentuximab vedotin in various clinical settings. A randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, multicenter Phase III study in patients at high risk of residual HL after auto-SCT is currently ongoing, and is expected to be completed in 2016. To evaluate the clinical benefit of combination of brentuximab and multi-agent chemotherapy regimens in patients with newly diagnosed CD30-positive lymphomas, randomized Phase III trials are also being performed with inclusion of brentuximab vedotin in one of the first-line therapy arms. In advanced stage HL, comparison of ABVD alone versus brentuximab vedotin in combination with doxorubicin, vinblastine, and dacarbazine (AVD) as first-line therapy is currently underway. In newly diagnosed CD30-positive mature T- and NK-cell lymphomas, comparison of CHOP alone versus brentuximab vedotin in combination with cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, and prednisone (CHP) as first-line therapy is also being evaluated. The data from these studies will provide the basis for full US FDA approval.

Clinical trials in pediatric and younger adult patients with relapsed or refractory HL and ALCL are underway. A Phase I/II trial is currently evaluating the combination of brentuximab vedotin and gemcitabine hydrochloride in younger patients (13 months to 30 years) with relapsed or refractory HL. A pilot Phase II trial was just opened to study the efficacy of brentuximab vedotin, combination chemotherapy, and radiation therapy in treating younger patients (up to 18 years) with stage IIB, IIIB, and IV HL. A Phase I/II, open-label, single-agent, multicenter, dose-escalation study is ongoing to investigate brentuximab vedotin in treating pediatric patients (2–18 years) with refractory or relapsed systemic ALCL. Given the relative high frequency of HL and systemic ALCL in the pediatric population, data from these trials may provide additional evidence for developing treatment strategies to improve the long-term outcome.

As other malignancies besides HL and ALCL may express CD30, Phase II studies are currently evaluating the potential of brentuximab vedotin in other CD30-positive neoplasms. Brentuximab vedotin is being investigated in Phase II studies for patients with CD30-positive lymphomas other than HL and ALCL, with cutaneous T-cell lymphomas, including cutaneous ALCL, MF, and extensive lymphomatoid papulosis, with CD30-positive non-lymphomatous malignancies (including acute lymphoid leukemia, acute myeloid leukemia, chronic lymphocytic leukemia, multiple myeloma, and solid tumors), with diffuse large B-cell lymphoma in combination with rituximab-CHOP (R-CHOP), and with CD30-positive germ cell tumors. Pilot studies evaluating brentuximab vedotin are underway in patients with MF with variable CD30 expression level, with advanced systemic mastocytosis or...
mast cell leukemia, and with mismatched unrelated allo-SCT to prevent graft-versus-host disease. Finally, a multi-center, open-label, Phase I study is also ongoing to evaluate the safety profile (including MTD, immunogenicity, and antitumor activity) of brentuximab vedotin given sequentially and combined with a multi-agent chemotherapy regimen as front-line therapy for newly diagnosed CD30-positive mature T- and NK-cell lymphomas, including systemic ALCL.

### Conclusion and future perspectives
Brentuximab vedotin combines several key mechanisms, including interference with the NF-κB signaling pathway, cytotoxic effect of MMAE in tumor cells and bystander cells, disruption of microenvironment through chemokine modulation, and sensitizing tumor cells to other chemotherapy agents, which contribute to its potent antitumor activity. Despite limited data, the observed antitumor activity in Phase II studies, as demonstrated by high overall response rate and duration of responses in refractory or relapsed HL and systemic ALCL, is considered clinically relevant, prompting the accelerated approval by the US FDA (Table 1). However, given the single-arm design of the two Phase II trials and the limited number of patients, reliable interpretation of the treatment effect on time-to-event endpoints (such as progression-free survival and overall survival) cannot be rendered and the safety profile cannot be fully characterized. Conversion to regular approval will require completion of clinical trials to verify the safety and efficacy of brentuximab vedotin in comparison with standard therapy, including randomized controlled trials to compare ABVD alone versus brentuximab vedotin in combination with CHOP as first-line therapy for newly diagnosed CD30-positive mature T- and NK-cell lymphomas.

Given the relatively manageable toxicity profile and substantial treatment effects in refractory or relapsed HL and systemic ALCL demonstrated by both Phase II studies, clinical trials to explore the therapeutic potential of brentuximab vedotin in other CD30-positive neoplasms are currently underway. The success of brentuximab vedotin is a milestone for innovative ADCs and encourages the application of ADC technology in other antigen targets and cancer treatments. With the emerging clinical data from ongoing clinical trials using ADC strategy, it continues to enhance the field of immune-based cancer treatment.
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### Table 1 Clinical studies with anti-CD30 monoclonal antibodies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drug</th>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Disease</th>
<th>Patients</th>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MDX-060</td>
<td>I/II</td>
<td>HL, ALCL, CD30+ TCL</td>
<td>63 (HL), 2 (CD30+ TCL)</td>
<td>ORR: 4 pts with HL, 2 with ALCL</td>
<td>Ansell et al1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGN-30</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>HL and ALCL</td>
<td>38 (HL), 41 (ALCL)</td>
<td>ORR: 0 with HL, 17.1% with ALCL</td>
<td>Forero-Torres et al</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGN-35 (q3)</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>HL and ALCL</td>
<td>42 (HL), 2 (ALCL), 1 (AiTL)</td>
<td>ORR: 38%; CR: 24%</td>
<td>Younes et al</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGN-35 (q1)</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>HL and ALCL</td>
<td>38 (HL), 5 (ALCL), 1 (PTCL)</td>
<td>ORR: 59%; CR: 34%</td>
<td>Fanale et al</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGN-35 (q3)</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>HL</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>ORR: 75%; CR: 34%</td>
<td>Younes et al</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGN-35 (q3)</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>ALCL</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>ORR: 86%; CR: 57%</td>
<td>Pro et al</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGN-35 Ret</td>
<td>HL</td>
<td></td>
<td>45</td>
<td>ORR: 60%; CR: 22%</td>
<td>Rothe et al</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGN-35 Ret</td>
<td>HL, ALCL, CD30+ TCL</td>
<td>18 (HL), 5 (ALCL), 1 (CD30+ TCL)</td>
<td>ORR: 67%; CR: 25%</td>
<td>Gibb et al</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGN-35 CS</td>
<td>Relapsed HL after allo-SCT</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>ORR: 50%; CR: 38%</td>
<td>Gopal et al</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** AiTL, angioimmunoblastic T-cell lymphoma; ALCL, anaplastic large cell lymphoma; allo-SCT, reduced-intensity stem cell transplant; CD, cluster of differentiation; CR, complete remission; CS, case series; HL, Hodgkin lymphoma; ORR, overall response rate; PTCL, peripheral T-cell lymphoma; pts, patients; q1, weekly administration; q3, administration once every 3 weeks; Ret, retrospective; TCL, T-cell lymphoma.


